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We hope you enjoy this issue of the Score.

The SCORE is a publication of the Louisiana Music Teachers Association, an affiliate of Music Teachers
National Association. We aim to inform and educate our members about state and national association news,
events, and the latest in education and pedagogy, while building a sense of community and camaraderie.
All members are invited to submit local association news, articles, resources, new research, announcements,
kudos, events, dates, photos, etc. for consideration. Visit LMTA.org/the-score and use the "Score Submissions
Form" button to upload your submission materials.
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From the
President
Dear colleagues and friends,
When I moved to Louisiana 20 years ago, members of LMTA were some of the first people I met as a young
professional. Over the years, LMTA and its members have greatly enriched my life, providing camaraderie,
guidance, support, professional development, and life-long friendships. I regard it a privilege to serve LMTA
as president alongside a slate of dedicated board members.
The board started work last fall, and we are optimistic for 2022. Our focus is on improving our assessment
events to reach a more diverse student population, offering professional development opportunities for all
members, including our collegiate student members, and fostering a community of teachers striving to
enhance music education in our state. As an organization run by teachers to serve teachers, the board wants
to hear from you. So, please share your teaching ideas and projects, and concerns with us so that we can
collaborate to enhance our organization.
LMTA aims to bring all events back in person in 2022, including all competitions and our anticipated State
Conference, which will be held at Louisiana Tech University in Ruston on 15-16 September. New events
include the recent "Virtual Afternoon Tea" and "Coffee Hour" (with David and me) on 10 April to begin a
conversation on what matters to us as teachers and members.
In addition to this printed SCORE, our newly-designed website (lmta.org) is a rich repository. You can find all
things related to LMTA on this site, from teaching resources and event information to announcements and
the latest news on members. Access our digital SCORE online to view new multimedia content and watch a
special storytelling video by Sue Steck-Turner.
Finally, I want to thank the entire LMTA Executive Committee and Chairs for their dedication and selfless
contributions to LMTA to keep us relevant and current in our profession. A special kudos to Hannah Mayo,
our VP of Publicity, for going the extra mile to help us stay in touch in style!

Here is wishing each of you a joyful and rewarding year ahead. Please stay healthy, and
I look forward to seeing all of you in person soon.
Chan Kiat Lim, NCTM
PRESIDENT
Louisiana Music Teachers Association
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MTNA Events
Virtual Conference
Mark your calendars for the 2022 MTNA National
Conference, March 26–30, 2022. MTNA decided to pivot to
a virtual-only format for the health and safety of all. The
virtual conference will still be the most inclusive
conference program ever, now delivered to you in the
comfort of your own home or studio. In addition to
experiencing well over 100 sessions, master classes,
keynote addresses and recitals, you will also have multiple
opportunities for live interactions with presenters and
colleagues from around the nation and the world. Visit
MTNA.org/Conference for more details.

GP3: Group Piano/Piano Pedagogy Forum
In 2000, GP3 launched its first meeting at the University of
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music as a grassroots
forum with an emphasis on the practical aspects of
teaching. In 2006, GP3 entered a partnership with MTNA,
allowing both groups to meet the specific needs of group
piano and piano pedagogy professors in the practical way
that remains the GP3 mission.
GP3 Goals
Share in concrete ways what we are doing in our day-today teaching
Discuss how the direction of our field is affecting our
approach to professional development, program
initiatives, and teacher training
Plan how we must contribute to the course of group
piano and piano pedagogy now and in the coming years
This year, GP3 is scheduled for August 5-6, 2022 at the
University of Arizona in Tucson. Visit www.mtna.org/GP3
for more information.
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Conference News from
the President-elect
I CAN JUST FEEL IT!! 2022 is going to be a fantastic year for
LMTA. We all have participated in virtual meetings via ZOOM,
Facebook, etc. and we know how hard it can be to stare at
our webcam and generate excitement, enthusiasm, and
interest through an internet connection (unless, of course
we’re communicating with our grandchildren, children, or
pets!) Having said that, our first executive board meeting was
virtual; however, the interest, excitement and new ideas for
LMTA brought a whole new level of energy through the ZOOM
waves. Needless to say, 2022 is an exciting year to be
President-elect of LMTA!

L M TA A N N UA L
STAT E C ON F E R E NC E
SEPTEMBER 15-16, 2022
LA TECH UNIVERSITY
RUSTON, LA
Our conference will be at Louisiana Tech in Ruston this year. Dr. Steele Moegle, Associate Professor of
Piano at LA Tech has done an outstanding job securing the date for this year’s conference AND getting
LMTA a great rate at the Hampton Inn ($92/night). Mark your calendar now to attend. This conference will
be LMTA’s first hybrid conference. Realizing that attending the conference in person is not feasible for
some, there will be an opportunity to register as a virtual attendee.
This will give you access to some sessions live, and others which will be recorded and available for viewing.
Let’s set another first for LMTA in 2022 by having the most in history to attend our annual conference.
Consider bringing a tool box with you to put all of the tools you’re going to receive to make you a better
teacher and/or performer. My goal is for every presenter at every session to supply you with a tool that you
will be able to use immediately. Keep reading to see who our conference artist will be.

David Easley, LCTM
PRESIDENT-ELECT
Louisiana Music Teachers Association
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Conference
Artist
Adam Mayon
Other performances include solo/collaborative
performances in Long Island, NY as part of Paul
Schenly's PianoFest in the Hamptons and masterclasses
with distinguished guest artists such as Robert
McDonald, Emanuel Ax, William Bolcom, Logan Skelton,
and Nelita True.

Born in Morgan City, Louisiana, Adam Mayon's immense
pianistic interest began at the early age of five. Adam
has been nationally recognized with 1st and 2nd prizes
respectively in the National Divisions of the Music
Teacher's National Association Young Artist Competition
and the National Federation of Music Clubs Young Artist
Competition. He holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree
in Piano Performance from Cincinnati CollegeConservatory of Music, with previous performance
degrees earned from Eastman School of Music and
Loyola University New Orleans. Major teachers include
Michael Chertock, Soyeon Lee, Douglas Humpherys,
John Murphy, Frank Heneghan, and Chan Kiat Lim.
His performance career jumpstarted with a performance
of Rachmaninoff's Second Concerto in C minor with the
Loyola University Philharmonic Orchestra at the age of
18. Since then his professional path has been
highlighted with invitations to perform at Steinway Hall
New York City; Dublin, Ireland; Lima, Ohio with the Lima
Symphony Orchestra; Aaron Copland School of Music in
Queens, NY; Plymouth State University in New
Hampshire; New Orleans, Louisiana for its annual French
Quarter Festival, and at piano conferences in several
states of the US, including the National Conference on
Keyboard Pedagogy held in Chicago, IL.

In addition to his active performance schedule, his
musical passions have led him to pursue a dual path as
an educator and researcher. Adam has taught private
and group piano courses at both Eastman School of
Music and CCM as a teacher's assistant, which gave him
opportunities to work with undergraduate and graduate
students ranging from beginner to advanced levels and
multiple fields of music study. In terms of research, his
passion for correlating fitness with music (inspired by
his former position as a certified personal trainer) led to
a publication in the MTNA e-Journal entitled "Warming
Up for the Warm-Up: A Case for Cardio Before Scales" in
its November 2017 issue. Other article publications from
Adam have appeared in both the American Music
Teachers Journal and MTNA e-Journal. As an active
participant in community service and involvement,
Adam serves as the State President for the New
Hampshire Music Teachers Association and has
presented various research topics in several regional
MTNA conferences.
Adam is currently the Coordinator of Piano and
Collaborative Piano at Plymouth State University in New
Hampshire, where he leads all facets of the university's
piano programs. In addition, he and his wife Zi Liang,
teacher and collaborative pianist, continue to perform
as a piano duo and are the co-developers of A to Z
Music Studio, a music studio created for teaching piano
to students for all ages and levels.
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Memories for a Lifetime
with LMTA Storyteller Sue Steck-Turner
When asked to write about my LMTA memories and

Upon entering the lobby, I appeared to be the only person

experiences, I immediately thought of the many friendships
and wonderful adventures I have had with my LMTA

left. Before long, Hilda Beth and John Dupaquier came
along, and noticing me sitting alone, asked if I had dinner

friends. From the many years of my membership, I could
list the incredible amount of knowledge and experience I

plans. Learning that I had no plans, they immediately
asked me if I would like to join them and some friends for

have gained, but highest on the list would be the
friendships I have established and enjoyed.

dinner at their home. They drove me to their home,
introduced me to the Baton Rouge teachers who were

On April 20, 1983, my 18-month-old daughter and I stepped

there, fed us dinner, and then drove me back to the
concert. This loving gift was the beginning of many special

off a plane in Baton Rouge, into a rather muggy, dreary, 80degree day to join my husband Bruce who had begun

friendships with Baton Rouge teachers. This was an act of
kindness I will never forget and try to emulate in my life

working in the library at USL in Lafayette. Eight hours
earlier we had left a beautiful snow-covered, very cold

whenever possible.

(minus 10 degrees) day in upstate New York. This was my
introduction to the hugely different life I was to

As the years passed, I became more active in LMTA and
MTNA leadership, and began presenting workshops around

experience. I was no longer a university professor—I was a
full-time mother and an independent piano teacher in a

the state, judging for Rallies, working with certification, and
attending national conventions, gaining many friends and

location totally void of family and friends. At that time
Lafayette still had many French speakers and almost

acquaintances from around the state. Since my Lafayette
colleagues were not frequent convention attendees, I was

everyone spoke with a definite Cajun accent. I could hardly
understand a word. I felt like I had landed in foreign land!

always in search of roommates to make the convention
experience more affordable. Throughout the last 30 years I

Fortunately, there was another Bruce in the USL Library

have roomed with friends from Baton Rouge, Alexandria,
Ruston, Shreveport, and New Orleans. Through these

who had a wife who was also a piano teacher, Madelyn
Trible, professor of piano at USL. She immediately took me

friendships, I became acquainted with Martha Mier and
June Montgomery, Ingrid Clarfield, E.L. Lancaster and Gayle

under her wing. She told me how to locate students in
Lafayette, how to join LMTA/MTNA, introduced me to the

Kowalchyk—and even attended a party at Dennis
Alexander’s home in Albuquerque with my Baton Rouge

members of the then LPTA, and even had the three of us
over for dinner one evening my first night out of the house!

friends. Our experiences, late night conversations, the
people we met, and the things we did together are
memories I will never forget.

LPTA had a substantial number of teachers at that timefine, respected teachers. I was the “young-un” in the
group, and they were happy to offer advice and help. They
recruited students for me, taught me pedagogical and
leadership skills, and accepted me as a friend. Many of
them became good, personal friends, and although some
of them have passed, I still remember them fondly.
Without their help, I would have floundered seriously in my
new environment.
In June of 1984, I attended my first LMTA Convention in
Baton Rouge. Yes, once upon a time, conventions were held
in June. Since it was so close, I decided to be brave and
get my feet wet by commuting each day. On the day the
convention artist played, I left the last session, hoping to
find someone who might want to share dinner with me.
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(Left to right) Susanna Garcia, Chan Kiat Lim, and Sue SteckTurner at the 2009 MTNA National Conference

The years passed quickly. Conventions became
conferences, leadership and procedures changed to adapt
to a constantly changing society, and leadership shifted to
a new generation. Then in 2005, LMTA as we knew it was
destroyed. Katrina struck the New Orleans area and over
100 teachers, almost one-third of our membership,
experienced life changes. Baton Rouge and Lafayette
doubled in size as they housed evacuees. Food and
supplies became scarce across the state.
I had just started my second term as LMTA president,
supported by Katherine Tobey who was serving as
President-elect. We worked late into many nights trying to
formulate plans to help our members in distress. Through
our discussions we decided to focus our efforts on

Katherine Tobey (left) and Sue Steck-Turner (right) present at
the 2014 LMTA conference.

students. Our teachers needed their students to
reestablish their studios—thus came the formation of

Music was sent to my home. My daughter’s bedroom

LMTA’s SOS Fund, Save Our Students.

became a music store in which I sorted music, filled
orders, and welcomed teachers to shop. Representatives

Two weeks after Katrina struck, we attended the MTNA
Leadership Summit in Cincinnati. While there, we

from NOMTA and BRMTA helped identify members in the
area who needed assistance and the extent of their needs,

approached Gary Ingle and Paul Stewart, the current MTNA
president, to learn if there was any possibility of MTNA

and teachers—even husbands—from Baton Rouge and
Lafayette helped shuttle music, instruments, and people as

helping us. We asked MTNA to match any funds we raised
up to $5000. After much discussion, they agreed—but even

needed. Teachers in our northern affiliates presented fund
raisers to help with our effort. TexasMTA also helped in

went further. They initiated a disaster assistance effort
throughout the entire MTNA membership encouraging

reaching out to the evacuees who settled in the Houston
area. With everyone’s help we were able to extend support

contributions of money, music, and instruments. From this
endeavor, LMTA received almost $25,000 in funds to

to a large number of teachers and students.

distribute, approximately $200,000 worth of music
(including a huge contribution from Alfred), and

Our efforts ended in 2007. We had a celebratory party in
Baton Rouge during which we recognized our remaining

approximately $50,000 in instruments (including over 60
keyboards donated by Yamaha).

members from the New Orleans area, revisited all the good
and bad of our experience, and distributed and said goodbye to the remaining mountain of music we had
accumulated, and we moved forward.
Although I could include many more unforgettable
memories, LMTA’s Katrina experience remains indelible in
my mind. The concern, the care, the support, and
compassion at all levels of MTNA the national, the state,
and the local affiliates—was overwhelming. Our
organization became a second family to many—a family of
professionals who cared about their students, their
colleagues, and their profession. If teachers choose to
participate in this family of professionals, to partake of its
many benefits, and to assist or to serve in its leadership,
they grow in innumerable ways. I encourage all members to

(From left to right) Sue Steck-Turner, Sarah Roy, Katherine
Tobey, and Donna Toney dine at the 2009 MTNA Conference.

become more active in this professional family and extend
their hand to establish new friendships and experiences.
Begin to create—or extend—memories that will last a
lifetime!
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Did you know?
LMTA is on Facebook
Are you on Facebook? Would you like to see
LMTA content in your feed more often? We
invite you to join us and set your notifications
to receive alerts from the Louisiana Music
Teachers Association member group.
Choose what you get notified about
1. Click in the top right of Facebook.
2. Select Settings & Privacy, then
click Settings.
3. Click Notifications on the left.
4. Click to adjust how you get notifications
and what you get notified about.

Are you getting our emails?
While you're at it, might as well check your email spam folder to see if any important LMTA
emails have landed there. You can add LouisianaMusicTA@gmail.com to your contacts to send
and receive messages. If you haven't received an LMTA email in 2022, it may be time to
update your member information profile at MTNA.org.
9
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Collegiate Chapters
I want to thank and congratulate our collegiate members who presented for
the LMTA One-Day Virtual Conference this past September. The collegiate
chapter hour was a thoroughly engaging and enlightening event. Those that
attended had the opportunity to learn about the following topics:

Using the Interest Development Scale to Measure Interest Development in
Instrumental Practice in Adolescent Piano Students: a Descriptive Pilot Study
Interest is a powerful motivational variable. This session will present findings
from a descriptive pilot study on the use of the Interest Development Scale,
to measure interest development in instrumental practice in adolescent piano
students. Participants will leave with practical ideas on how to explore
students’ motivation by using the Interest Development Scale.
Presenter: Carla Salas-Ruiz, Louisiana State University

An Ounce of Prevention: Strategies to Prevent Lumbar Pain in Pianists
This presentation explores lumbar strain and injury in pianists, specifically
caused by bad posture. Personally experienced by one of the members of our
collegiate chapter, this pain can inhibit a pianist's ability to perform. The
objective is to present a set of preventative techniques through exercise and
body awareness.
Presenters: Northwestern State University Collegiate Chapter

Let it FLOW: Maintaining Focus and Beating Performance Anxiety
One of the most formidable obstacles to a good performance is the loss of
focus. This can be caused by lack of preparedness or general performance
anxiety. This presentation explores tactics to overcome performance anxiety
and increase focus in performance through principles of FLOW.
Presenter: Hannah Potter, Northwestern State University

Impressively, every collegiate member who participated in the event was later
accepted for a poster session at the MTNA National Conference.
Congratulations to Carla Salas-Ruiz from LSU and to NSU Collegiate Chapter
members Hannah Potter, Karla Gonzalez, David Paz, David Berrocal, and Mario
Gomez for their successful proposals. We will look forward to seeing these
poster sessions as part of the MTNA National Conference in March!

John Price, NCTM
CHAIR
LMTA Collegiate Chapters
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Congratulations to
the LMTA
Outstanding
Teacher!
Described as an “outstanding piano pedagogue,”
Louisiana native Melva Villard has been teaching piano
in Alexandria for the last 44 years. Melva is an
accomplished pianist and teacher who is nationally
and state certified. She has demonstrated a high level
of commitment to her work teaching piano and organ,
performing, accompanying, directing a large church
music program, and extensively volunteering her time
to LMTA, the Central Louisiana Music Teachers
Association and her community.
Melva’s commitment to teaching has been
demonstrated throughout her career. She has always
been active attending seminars and conferences to
keep up to date with the latest teaching ideas and
implementing the latest technology. She has taught as
Adjunct Professor at LSUA; the owner/instructor of a
Kindermusik studio and served as Choir Director and
music teacher for all grades at St. Rita Catholic School
in Alexandria. She recently retired from St. Rita
Catholic Church after serving for 30 years as the
Director of Music and Liturgy.
For decades, her students have been active and
successful participants in Piano Rally, Keyboard
Olympics, LFMC events and local competitions.
Recently, she has been one of the first teachers to
commit to learning the Keyboard Olympics syllabus.
She was the first teacher in the state to have a
student pass the first three levels, allowing her
student to become the first gold medalist in Keyboard
Olympics. Many of her students have gone to
successful careers in music and several have made a
positive impact in their communities.
Her former student refers to her as “a force to be
reckoned with… the best music teacher I could ever
imagine and one of the most influential people I have
ever had the pleasure of knowing. I owe so much of
who I am and my own accomplishments to her.”
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Melva’s service to LMTA and CLMTA has been
outstanding. She has been the chair of several
LMTA board positions including Rally Chair and
currently serves as the state Necrology Chair. At
the local level, she has held the position of
President numerous times. She has created and
chaired programs that helped keep CLMTA lively
and relevant for the times.
In addition to her extensive teaching and service,
Melva has had various important and active roles in
her community. She has served on the Board for
the Rapides Symphony Orchestra and the Louisiana
International Piano Competition. She has been the
Associate Dean for Central Louisiana AGO and has
been a member of the Junior League for many
years. As a pianist, she participated in keyboard
events such as the 5-Piano 10-Player Fundraiser for
the Alzheimer’s Association and Brown Bag Lunch
for the City of Alexandria. She has served as a
collaborative pianist for the Louisiana College,
LSUA Theater, LBM Productions and Family
Playhouse Theater. She has organized large dinner
and show choir events and her students have
participated in large keyboard ensembles such as
“monster concerts” and fundraisers for the LMTA
SOS fund.
Mrs. Melva Villard has a Bachelor of Music degree
from Louisiana College and the Master of Music
degree from Northwestern State University.

Who will be the
next outstanding
teacher?
It’s not too early to start thinking about nominations for
LMTA’s 2022 OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD. Now is a
good time to think about which of your colleagues
exemplifies the excellence in teaching to which we all
aspire. Is there a member of your local association who
stands out as a role model? Past recipients of this
prestigious award have demonstrated exceptional
accomplishments in teaching, service to our organization,
and motivation of their students and colleagues.
Any LMTA member or affiliate may nominate someone for
the OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD (nominee must be a
member of LMTA and must be currently teaching or
recently retired). The nominating member or affiliate must
supply a maximum of four letters of recommendation. One
must be from a student of the nominee and one must be
from a colleague. See the full guidelines on the LMTA
website (click on “Outstanding Teacher” on the homepage).
Begin gathering letters now for your candidate. The
deadline for submissions is August 19, 2022. The award will
be presented at the state conference.
E-mail any questions to tobeykath@cox.net.

Sincerely,
Katherine Tobey, NCTM, LCTM
CHAIR
LMTA Outstanding Teacher Award
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MTNA Competitions – South Central Division
Results for Louisiana (January 2022)
Charles Jones, NCTM
Louisiana Chair for MTNA Performance Competitions 2017-2021
I am pleased to announce the following results for Louisiana students in the MTNA South Central Division
Competitions. Congratulations to all competitors and their teachers.
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Senior Composition

Senior Performance - Voice

Honorable Mention
Carter Jackson
Ruston
Student of Caroline Anh

Alternate
Mia DiGiovanni
Metairie
Student of Megan Dearie

Junior Performance-Strings

Senior Performance-Piano Duet

Alternate
Kashvi Kumar, cello
Baton Rouge
Student of Joy Bedillion

Alternate
Sarah Li and Jason Lin
Baton Rouge
Students of Chia-Ling Lien

Senior Performance-Strings

Young Artist Performace-Woodwinds

Winner
Calvin Alexander, violin
Shreveport
Student of Jan Sloman

Alternate
Christopher Ludwig, flute
Louisiana State University
Student of Katherine Kemler

Upper Elementary State Competition
Dear LMTA Teachers,
Please consider entering your 5th and 6th grade students in the
LMTA Upper Elementary State Competition this fall. It is open to all
5th and 6th grade piano students who are studying with a state
certified LMTA teacher. This is a great opportunity to introduce your
students to the competition process in an encouraging and
comfortable atmosphere.
The competition will be held this year at Louisiana Tech University
in Ruston. The date has not been confirmed as of the writing of
this article. Please check the LMTA website for announcement of
the date and the application deadline (which will be 3 weeks prior
to LMTA State Conference).
The rules and regulations have been revised to be more specific in
several areas. For more information about the competition, please
visit the Upper Elementary State Competition page at LMTA.org and
see the revised rules and regulations below.
If you have any questions, please contact Teresa Thomason at
teresa88keys@gmail.com.

Sincerely,
Teresa Thomason, NCTM
CHAIR
Upper Elementary State Competition
Requirements and Regulations – Piano
1. The student must currently be studying with an LMTA Certified Teacher and be in grade 5 or 6 as of September 1 of the competition year.
2. Students must have passed the appropriate LMTA Rally written test with a minimum score of 90. Students who have not participated in District
Rally must take their respective written tests prior to the audition. The test must be administered by the District Rally chairman of the
student's district or by an LMTA teacher who is appointed by the Chair prior to the audition. Teachers of all participants may not monitor and
grade the written test.
3. A minimum of two or a maximum of three compositions must be performed from memory. The music is to be chosen from at least two of the
following periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Impressionistic, or Modern. Transcriptions or arrangements are not acceptable. The program
must be no less than four (4) minutes and no more than ten (10) minutes in length. Contestants WILL be disqualified if the playing time is less
than 4 minutes.
4. No reproductions (either by hand or machine) of printed music may be used or provided for the judge. Students will be disqualified from the
contest if this rule is violated. The rule is not based on copyright law but is one made by MTNA and LMTA in the interest of professional ethics.
One unmarked (nothing to identify the student or teacher) copy of the music to be performed must be provided for the judge prior to the
performance. Measures must be numbered. Failure to comply will result in disqualification.
5. New item: Students must be ready to perform at the allocated time. Failure to comply will result in disqualification.
6. APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED BY date to be announced. Late applications will not be accepted.
7. Completed applications with check for $20.00, made payable to LMTA, should be sent to the chair of the competition: Teresa Thomason, 609
West Pointe Drive, Alexandria 71303. If you have any questions please e-mail Teresa Thomason at teresa88keys@gmail.com.
PRIZES: All participants receive a merit certificate. First Place receives a $100.00 Award and Second Place receives a $50.00 Award. Honorable
Mentions will be named at the judge’s discretion.
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Rally News
Greetings Everyone!
I am very excited to serve as your LMTA Vice President of Rallies. For
those of you who do not know me, I have been a member of LMTA for
the last 25 years and have served in various leadership positions for
the last 12 years, including the Northshore District Piano Rally Chair. I
maintain a private studio in Slidell, Louisiana and also teach piano at
Southern Magnolia Montessori School in Abita Springs, LA.
I am pleased to announce that string rally will be held this spring with
Sinae Beck as chair. I am pleased to announce that Tamah Goad has
agreed to serve as piano rally chair again for the next term. I am also
looking forward to holding the Togrimson/Swanzy State Competition for
piano in June 2022 which has been on a hiatus since 2020. I am
currently working to secure a location for this event and will finalize
the date and location as more information becomes available.
As VP of rallies, I am looking forward to introducing the updated
written tests for piano rally which contain more concise directions and
an overall more appealing aesthetic design with larger staves for our
younger students. These tests are planned to launch in the Spring of
2023. Please reach out to me with any ideas you may have for piano
rally, in particular, to encourage participation in a wider range of
students. Some ideas include making the non-competitive category
more inclusive by allowing students to work towards medals in any
level their teacher feels would be appropriate for them according to
their length of study and also finding ways to include students who are
taught by LMTA teachers in an online format but the students do not
necessarily live in Louisiana themselves.
Please share any ideas or concerns you may have with me about rally. I
look forward to serving LMTA under the umbrella of rallies and the
ways they can enrich out students’ lives and our teaching.

Michelle Strain, NCTM
VP RALLIES
Louisiana Music Teachers Association
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District Piano
Rally Dates
Alexandria

W: April 8, 2022
PSK: April 9, 2022

Baton Rouge

April: 2, 2022
TBA in May

Lafayette

April 9, 2022

Lake Charles

W: April 30, 2022
PSK: May 7, 2022

New Orleans

W: March 26, 2022
PSK: April 23, 2022

Northshore

April 23, 2022

Ruston

April 30, 2022

Shreveport

W: April 22, 2022
PSK: April 23, 2022

Thibodaux

W: March 19, 2022
PSK: May 7, 2022

Happy Rally season!
Tamah Goad, NCTM
STATE CHAIR
Piano Rally
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Exciting News about
the Rally Database
The past few months have been filled with updating several items to help the database run more
smoothly. These items include cybersecurity, adjudication forms, filters and drop-down boxes. The rally
database just got safer and easier to use!
Here are the changes for the teachers:
1. Forms 1, 2, 3 are now generated as a PDF. This created more space on the form for comments. Also,
when using certain browsers, like Safari, the forms would print with the signature line on the next page.
This should not happen anymore.
2. Filters are put in place to clean up the Event menu and hopefully eliminate issues. When choosing
“Select Event” the drop-down menu will contain the year first, then the district. Previously, this menu
listed every rally since 2015. In 2020, several districts did not lock down their rally. In 2021, some
teachers accidently chose the incorrect year and were able to add students into the wrong years’ rally. I
did find a remedy for that which took some time.
3. Drop-down boxes have been added for the fields “Grade,” “Years of Study,” and “Years with current
Teacher.” Previously, these fields only accepted whole numbers. Info was not saved if the teacher put in
3rd instead of 3.
4. Duplicate and transfer students still remain a problem. When adding a new student, the teacher is now
prompted by a question that asks if this is a transfer student. This will not stop the teacher from
continuing, but is intended to be a “sanity check." If you have a new student who is interested in
participating in rally, please email me so that I can check to see if he/she is already in the database. I
appreciate your assistance in reinforcing the importance of properly transferring students.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to your rally chairs or to me if you have any questions or concerns
about rally. Thank you all for sharing your gifts with others.

Musically yours,
Carla Breaux, NCTM
CHAIR
Technology
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Keyboard Olympics
If your students caught the Olympic spirit and followed the Winter
Olympics in Beijing this February, they should consider participating in the
LMTA Keyboard Olympics. These Olympics are closer to home and perfect

Upcoming Keyboard Olympic
Event Online Testing Dates:

for pianists of all ages and skill levels. Unlike the Winter Olympics in
Beijing, there are not travel or quarantine restrictions for the participants

February 19, 2022

since all events are held online! Upcoming testing dates are listed to the
right.

March 19, 2022

The Keyboard Olympics consists of prepared and spontaneous events

May 14, 2022

April 9, 2022

including keyboard musicianship, ear training, repertoire performance
(various genres encouraged), lead sheet performance, harmonization and
transposition of simple melodies with accompaniment patterns,
improvisation, question and answer playing, and composition. Since the
levels are not tied to students’ school grade or years of study, pianists may
work on the level appropriate to their skills. Once students complete all
events in a level, they earn a medal. The medals get bigger as student
progress through the levels.
The syllabus, including teacher resources and sample teaching
supplements can all be found online at our LMTA website:
LMTA.org/keyboard-olympics. Teachers should remember to submit their
testing forms at least two weeks prior to the testing day. All forms are
available and fillable online.
Our most recent medalists from the fall 2021 testing season are listed
below and pictures of students with their medals are shared with the
permission of each Olympian’s parent/guardian. We hope to see your
students at the Keyboard Olympics soon!

Fall 2021 LMTA Keyboard Olympic Medalists:
Ivi Grace Butler
Preparatory Level

Angie Bergeron (teacher)

(Pictured middle)

Hunter Ye-Theriot

Preparatory Level

Carla Breaux (teacher)

Level 1

Carla Breaux (teacher)

Aaliya Poptani

Level 2

Rebecca Bellelo (teacher)

Kashvi Kumar

Level 3

Rebecca Bellelo (teacher)

(Pictured top)

Samson Walkin
(Pictured bottom)

Pamela D. Pike, NCTM
CHAIR
Keyboard Olympics
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Chamber
Music
Competition
We’re baaaaaccckkk!!! Teachers, we are pleased to announce the LMTA
Chamber Music Competition is returning this year! This competition
has long been a gem in the state competitions, dreamed up and
executed by our esteemed President, Chan Kiat Lim of the University
of Louisiana at Lafayette. Chan Kiat has elected to step down as chair
this year, leaving it in my willing and eager hands! I am looking forward
to chairing and hosting this competition here in Baton Rouge this year
and in the future!
The competition will be held in Baton Rouge on Saturday, June 18,
2022 at LSU.
A few quick facts….
1. The Chamber Music Competition is open to pre-college students
grades 6-12.
2. There are two categories: Piano duo/duet/trio/quartet and mixed
chamber groups.
3. There are two age divisions for each category: Lower division (grades
6-8) and Upper division (grades 9-12).
This is coming up so fast!!! How am I supposed to get students
prepared in time?
Great question! Here are a few suggestions for choosing repertoire and
making sure rehearsals etc. happen in this time frame.
Choosing Repertoire:
1. Choose repertoire that is slightly below the students current
level. The challenge is in the collaboration with his/her fellow
performers.
2. There is a terrific resource on the MTNA website for Intermediate
Chamber Music Repertoire. It is an excel file that can be downloaded
and even has the level notated in some cases. It can be found on
the MTNA website under Studio Resources. JW pepper also has a
really good collection piano duos/duets/trios/quartets.
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Thinking out of the box for rehearsals:
Rehearsals can be tricky with these age groups especially with Covid
still in our midsts. I have a few ideas to make it a little easier or even
make up for lack of in person time.
1. Make recordings for your students of the other parts.
One of my greatest practice tools when I was working on my Masters
degree in Collaborative Piano was to play with a recording of the other
part/parts. It can even be a recording from youtube or Spotify that is
at a workable tempo. It works best if the student can put on
headphones or AirPods and play with the recording completely cut off
from the rest of the world.
2. Virtual rehearsals
Covid has really opened up our world into the virtual space. Use this
to your advantage and host some virtual rehearsals. There are many
platforms now that make it possible for everyone to play at the same
time.
3. Using Individual lessons as rehearsal time
Ahhh, sometimes it’s nice to just go back to the way things used to
be. Try swapping lesson times for a few weeks and have the
performers visit each others lessons. Of course this is dependent on
schedules!
Don’t forget, you can intermingle with other studios. If that is what
you have chosen to do (also a great way to collaborate with a fellow
teacher), pick a couple Saturdays to have some short
rehearsals. Maybe even turn it into social time by watching videos of
chamber music performances together. Your students will love making
a new friend or friends while they are learning about the exquisite art
of musical collaboration.
I hope these suggestions help ease any worry about the time
frame. More information on the competition itself can be found at
LMTA.org/chamber-music-competition.
If you have any questions, contact Megan Reilly Shannon at
Megan@pianobymegan.com.

Happy rehearsing!
Megan Reilly Shannon
CHAIR
Chamber Music Competition
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Let's Talk Certification!
While visiting the certification.mtna.org site, I ran across this quote from our LMTA president, Chan Kiat
Lim, NCTM: “For me, being a Nationally Certified Teacher of Music is an endorsement of my professional
standing and a commitment to my professional development and teaching.” Those of us who hold
certification can attest to this.
You can find information for state certification at certification.mtna.org. It includes a short YouTube video,
the LMTA Certification Handbook and other important links. The MNTA Certification Process page contains
helpful links for those who are interested in adding NCTM after their name. Non-collegiate faculty
complete a series of five Teacher Profile Projects, while those who are part or full-time college faculty
may use the Administrative Verification Process as an avenue toward certification.
If you are interested in or are currently working toward LMTA certification or the NCTM, please reach out
to me either by an LMTA Facebook message, by email melvatvillard@gmail.com, or by text 318-613-0184,
and include MTNA certification in the subject line. I am also looking for those who are already certified
and who would be interested in mentoring. Additionally, if you would like to recommend teachers who
could be possible candidates for beginning the process, I am interested in hearing those names.
My personal certification story began long ago, but I still remember the pride I felt when I finally achieved
those four all-important letters. There are so many reasons to become certified, and I would love to see
some names from Louisiana on the newly certified list! I ran across an entertaining article written by our
very own Sue Steck-Turner, NCTM, that is published on the MTNA Certification site: “Certification---Who
Needs It? Four Reasons Not to Certify.” If you are on the fence or have ever slightly thought about
certification, but have been putting it off until you “have more time,” I highly recommend you read her
words of wisdom.
Visit LMTA.org/for-members/certification for links to "Four Reasons Not to Certify" and for more
information on beginning the certification process. Get your hands on a Certification Handbook while
you're there!

Let's get you certified!
Melva Villard, NCTM
CHAIR
Certification
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Independent Music
Teachers Forum
Join IMTF for Afternoon Tea
Saturday May 21, 2022 at 3 PM
It is so exciting to announce that the Independent Music Teachers Association (IMTF) is back! Due
to COVID, there are no in-person meetings. However, we have many exciting online gatherings
planned for the year!
Thanks to all the teachers who participated in the virtual afternoon tea on February 26th! The
pieces that were shared by participants have been posted on the LMTA website as a resource. If
you adopt any repertoire from the list, please let me know. It will be helpful to get feedback on
whether this sort of resource is useful to the community. I would also like to share the stories of
your students’ learning experiences from the repertoire list with other teachers.
The next IMTF meet up will be on Saturday, May 21st on Zoom at 3pm. The topic will be on
planning out the summer session. Keeping a steady income during the summer can be a challenge
for independent music teachers. We need to pay bills no matter the season, but many students
take summer off from their private lessons. How do you balance your finances during the drought
season? How do you plan out the summer sessions to attract students to continually take lessons?
What kind of curriculum do you have? How do you market your studio in your community? Do you
collaborate with other teachers, such as those teaching art, drama or dance?

Looking forward to
another fruitful and
productive meeting!
Christine Lien, NCTM
CHAIR
Independent Music Teachers Forum
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Teacher
In October, Angie Bergeron (BRMTA) challenged students to listen to
The Carnival of the Animals (Le Carnaval des animaux) by Camille
Saint-Saëns, and create an art piece inspired by one of the pieces
of the suite. They had a piano party and played animal games,
listened to music together and, of course, had ice cream sundaes.
Students learned so much about programmatic music, developed
focused listening skills, broadened their vocabulary, and integrated
music and art. Thank you Angie, for sharing these beautiful pieces
of art inspired by music!

Angie was also inspired by 2021 Virtual Conference clinician
Christina Whitlock's ideas. Students replied with their thoughts
about playing music. Sam Barnum (6th grade) pictured.

"The response was so encouraging!"
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Feature

Left to right: CenLa Piano Teachers Melva Villard, Ellene Owens,
Teresa Thomason, and Michael Sterne.
Melva, Ellene, and Teresa recently served as accompanists in two
benefit concerts for Michael to raise funds to help cover medical
expenses for an upcoming kidney transplant.

Melva and Ellene

Pictured are the talented performers who participated in the
benefit concert. Over 16 organizations helped sponsor the event.
Michael is one of Teresa's first piano students!
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Dates &
Deadlines

MTNA Virtual Conference
March 26-30, 2022

Keyboard Olympics
March 19, April 9, May 14, 2022

District Piano Rallies
See page 15

Coffee Hour with LMTA President and President-elect
April 10, 2022

Independent Music Teachers Forum Afternoon Tea
May 21, 2022

Submissions for the Score (Summer Issue)
May 22, 2022

Chamber Music Competition
June 18, 2022

LMTA State Conference
September 15-16, 2022
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MTNA Member Discounts
TRAVEL
HOTELS

US Pharmacy
card
MTNA members have
access to the US Pharmacy
Card, which offers the
largest discounts and
greatest savings of any
discount card in the
marketplace. The card is
FREE and accepted at over
59,000 pharmacies
nationwide across the
United States-- including
all major chains. Call (800)
931-8872 or visit
www.uspharmacycard.com/
MTNA.

MTNA has partnered
with not one, not two,
but three different
hotels to bring you
discounts. Enjoy a 1015% discount with Red
Roof Inn, Motel 6, and
the Wyndham Hotel
Group.

CAR RENTAL
MTNA members receive
up to 25% off Avis car
rentals with offer code
AWD# B291076
Save up to 25% off
Budget base rates with
offer code (BCD)
R198174

OFFICE DEPOT Store Purchasing Card

Members save up to 80% off over 93,000
products. Shop online or in stores. Enjoy
FREE next-day delivery on online orders
over $50.

MUSICNOTES
SHEET MUSIC ANYWHERE
Musicnotes has been
transforming the way
people purchase and
play sheet music since
1998. With over 400,000
arrangements,
Musicnotes provides an
unparalleled catalogue
of content for every
instrument and skill
level. MTNA members
can use code
MN15MTNA to get an
additional 15% off.

Full list of discounts can be found at MTNA.org/MTNA/JoinAndRenew/Membership/Members_Only/Discounts
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Editor’s
Note
Print is, indeed, back! It has been a great honor and
privilege putting together the Score for the first time.
Reading through the letters from board members and
chairs, researching the Score history, corresponding
and catching up with teacher friends, and crafting this
issue has been enjoyable as I've gotten to reflect on
the relationships I've built in LMTA and all the wisdom
and support that surrounds me in this organization,
especially in these last two challenging years.
At our recent executive board meeting, I began feeling
a new energy and sense of connection. We had exciting
conversations and one thing was clear: we want to do
good work for our membership. We want to build
something in Louisiana that is meaningful to our
members, to our students, and to local, state and
national music communities and we want you to be
there with us as much as you can.
Of course, LMTA will continue delivering association
news, event information, and resources, but the
SCORE belongs to you! My hope is that it becomes a
place more than a publication. A place we can all meet
and share about what's going on in our studios, on our
stages, and in our lives.

Do you know the Score?
Hannah Mayo, NCTM
VP PUBLICITY
Louisiana Music Teachers Association
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Our Mission
To further the art of music.
To promote the growth and professional
development of our members.
To provide programs that encourage
excellence in music.
To support teaching, performance,
composition, and research.

The best part
of work is play.

